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Overview 
WAY TO GO!
By downloading this tip sheet, you’re already thinking outside the (gift) box on ways to connect with kids 
and families this Christmas. These tips are for adapting A Night in Bethlehem to accommodate physical 
distancing in an indoor setting. However, if your church is in a climate that would allow for the event to 
be outside, here are some options to explore:

• Transform a grassy area into “event stations” with E-Z UP tents, tables and traffic cones.

• Utilize your church parking lot for the event stations with E-Z UP tents and tables. Allow 
2-3 “empty” parking spaces between each station for social distancing.

Can’t gather? Consider hosting an A Night in Bethlehem at-home family experience. Create a family 
bag with all the supplies and have families drive-thru to pick them up. Make the pick-up area festive 
with Christmas music and have several volunteers ready to greet cars and had off bags. You can find 
details on how to pivot this at-church experience for at-home, in the Digital Download Center. Look for 
your access code in the Media Pack found in your A Night in Bethlehem kit.

SPECIAL COVID-19 PERMISSIONS
• Includes online streaming permission good through Dec. 31, 2020
• Music videos may be embedded into/played during a pre-recorded or online streaming 

service/event
• Any video recording posted online must be removed by January 2, 2021

• Music video files may not be uploaded individually to publicly accessible websites.

GENERAL TIPS
• Provide hand sanitizer and have participants use it before beginning event stations.
• Direct families on how to move through the event following the one-way arrows. Print 

arrows from page 7.
• Create standing areas 6-foot apart by printing out the “Night in Bethlehem” logo found on 

the “Graphics and Other Goodies” CD in the Media Pack or page 7. 

PRE-REGISTRATION
• Run your Night in Bethlehem event with staggered start times to prevent large gatherings of 

people and allow for social distancing as families travel through the stations.
• Have families sign-up for a “start times.” Limit the number of families in each group, based on 

the amount of space you have for each station.
• If you don’t have an online registration system, such as VBS Pro, you can easily accomplish this 

by creating a Google Doc and posting that link on your website.
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A NIGHT IN BETHLEHEM EVENT STATIONS
The City Gates (Registration)
This is where you’ll be greeting families.

• If you had participants preregister for the event, you won’t need to collect information here.

• Pre-print name badges based on your registration info, or have a volunteer write out the names 
to avoid having to sanitize pens.

• Hand each participant a Traveler’s Totes*, rather than having them grab it from a basket.

• Have participants use hand sanitizer before beginning event stations. You may want to provide 
hand sanitizer at each station for those who prefer to “wash their hands” more often.

• Direct families on how to move through the event following the one-way arrows. Print arrows 
from page 7.

• Create standing areas 6-foot apart by printing out the NIB logo found on your Graphics and 
Other Goodies CD in the Media Pack or page 6.

The Village Photographer
Here you’ll take a photo of each incoming family or group. 

• Consider setting up two photo stations so families don’t have to wait in a line or gather not 
socially distanced. 

• Create standing areas 6-foot apart by printing out the NIB logo found on your Graphics and 
Other Goodies CD in the Media Pack or page 6.

• Remind families to move through Bethlehem following the one-way arrows and social 
distancing Night in Bethlehem logo’s on the floor. 
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A Night in Bethlehem Marketplace 
Attendees who visit NIB will be transported back through time to the city of Bethlehem as its residents 
celebrate the birth of Jesus. The citizens of Bethlehem just can’t stop talking about Jesus and his incredible 
birth. Your attendees will be amazed at all the authentic, multisensory activities they’ll find. Direct families to 
move through the event following the one-way arrows, instead of meandering together from station to station 
in any sequence.

Metal Shop
In the Metal Shop, guests will create one-of-a-kind nameplates using plastic rubbing templates* and metallic 
sheets*. 

• Create family baskets of supplies, Ziploc bags of supplies or pass out supplies (piece of cardboard, 
craft stick, metallic sheet) to each person, instead of having guests grab them from a basket. 

• Have at least two sets of the rubbing plates (1 set comes with every 10 pieces of metal). Each “set” 
should have enough for the maximum number in each rotation.

• Sanitize the “rubbing plates” in between groups. Use a sanitizing spray such as Lysol Disinfectant 
Spray for quick sanitizing in between groups.

• Create standing/sitting areas 6-foot apart by printing out the NIB logo found on your Graphics 
and Other Goodies CD in the Media Pack or page 6.

Pottery Shed
In the Pottery Shed, guests will mold and shape their own pots and bowls out of clay. 

• Hand a package of Terra-Cotta Clay* to each guest, instead of letting them grab one from a 
basket.

• If providing scissors to open the package, have enough scissors on hand for 1 per family or 
sanitizing wipes to clean after each use.

• Provide a disposable paper plate or piece of paper as a sanitized “workspace” for each guest. Have 
guests throw it away after they have completed their pot.  

• Provide a pen for each guest or family to write names on the index card to identify their creation. 
Have two sets of pens so they can be sanitized in between groups. 

• Create standing/sitting areas 6-foot apart by printing out the NIB logo found on your Graphics 
and Other Goodies CD in the Media Pack or page 6.

• Pass out the “Mary” Bible Memory Maker* to each guest.
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Carpentry Shop
In the Carpentry Shop, guests will get a chance to hammer and sand wood pieces—just like Joseph the 
carpenter!

• Create family baskets/totes of supplies, including hammers, nails, pieces of wood, sandpaper, and 
tape measure.

• Create standing/sitting areas 6-foot apart by printing out the NIB logo found on your Graphics 
and Other Goodies CD in the Media Pack or page 6.

• Pass out the “Joseph” Bible Memory Maker to each guest.

Scribe’s Tent
When guests are in the Scribe’s Tent, they’ll try their hands at writing Jesus’ name using a stylus* and ink. 
They’ll tuck small papers with Jesus’ name into special Scripture Keepers*.

• Have multiple stylus so you have enough for the max number of people during a rotation plus 
and extra “set.” Have two “sets” of styluses so they can be sanitized in between groups. 

• Create standing/sitting areas 6-foot apart by printing out the NIB logo found on your Graphics 
and Other Goodies CD in the Media Pack or page 6.

Painter’s Hut 
In the Painter’s Hut, guests will paint keepsake ornaments that families will treasure for years. 

• Hand out an NIB Ornament* to each guest, instead of having them take one from a basket. 

• Have multiple paintbrushes so you have enough for the max number of people during a rotation 
plus and extra “set.” Have two “sets” of paintbrushes so they can be sanitized in between groups. 

• You may want to offer guests a pair of disposable gloves, to protect their hands from paint and 
keep paint keep your paint containers “untouched.”

• Create standing/sitting areas 6-foot apart by printing out the NIB logo found on your Graphics 
and Other Goodies CD in the Media Pack or page 6.

• Pass out the “Sheep” Bible Memory Maker* to each guest.
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Bethlehem Bakery
The Bethlehem Bakery gives guests a chance to make their own flat bread.

• Invite guests to use hand-sanitizer or wash hands as they enter your station.

• You may also want to provide food prep gloves, for extra caution, as they prepare their snack. 
Invite guests to throw gloves away after each use.

• Use disposable items like paper towels, wax paper, paper plates, and plastic knives. Reset with a 
clean set of supplies for each family.

• Sanitize tables after each family or provide a sheet of a sheet wax paper for each person as a 
“sanitized” workspace. reset with a clean set of supplies. 

• Instead of having guests interact with the dough, your team could make the baked bread— hot 
out of the oven is huge wow! Or bakery fresh store-bought bread can work too!

• Create standing areas 6-foot apart by printing out the NIB logo found on your Graphics and 
Other Goodies CD in the Media Pack or page 6.

• Pass out the “Shepherd” Bible Memory Maker to each guest.

• If you decide not to include this station, pass out the “Shepherd” Bible Memory Maker* to each 
guest at the Metal Shop. Be sure to include the “Shop Talk” from page 39 in the NIB Experience 
Guide at the Metal Shop. Here are the sections to include: “Some shepherds came in looking 
for an important baby that had been born. How are they supposed to find one little baby in this 
whole city? They said an angel had told them the baby was going to be our savior. (In a stage 
whisper, and looking around nervously) Do you think that could be true? Could he really save us 
from this Roman rule?”

The Stable
In The Stable, families will meet Mary and Joseph and hear what it’s like to spend the night in a stable with a 
newborn baby and the events surrounding Jesus’ birth.

• Set up rows of chairs where families will sit in the stable, or spread out blankets for families to find 
a comfy spot on the floor socially-distanced and facing one direction.

• Create standing areas 6-foot apart by printing out the NIB logo found on your Graphics and 
Other Goodies CD in the Media Pack or page 6.

• The conversation with Mary and Joseph is about 10-minutes, make sure you stick to that 
timeframe so you can move groups along to the next station to accommodate the staggered start. 

• Pass out the “Manger” Bible Memory Maker* to each guest.






